Post-cam mechanics and tibiofemoral kinematics: a dynamic in vitro analysis of eight posterior-stabilized total knee designs
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Abstract

Purpose  Posterior cruciate ligament (PCL)-substituting total knee arthroplasty (TKA) designs were introduced to avoid paradoxical roll forward of the femur and to optimize knee kinematics. The aim of this in vitro study was to investigate post-cam function and contact mechanics and relate it to knee kinematics during squatting in eight contemporary posterior-stabilized TKA designs.

Methods  All prostheses were fixed on custom-designed metal fixtures and mounted in a knee rig and five sequential-loaded squats were performed between 30° and 130° of flexion. Contact pressure and contact area were measured using pressure-sensitive Tekscan sensors on the posterior face of the post. Kinematics was recorded with reflective markers and infrared light-capturing cameras.

Results  The post-cam mechanisms analyzed in this study are very variable in terms of design features. This leads to large variations in terms of the flexion angle at which the post and cam engage maximal contact force, contact pressure and contact area. We found that more functional post-cam mechanisms, which engage at lower flexion angle and have a similar behavior as normal PCL function, generally show more normal rollback and tibial rotation at the expense of higher contact forces and pressures. All designs show high contact forces. A positive correlation was found between contact force and initial contact angle.

Conclusion  Post-cam contact mechanics and kinematics were documented in a standardized setting. Post-cam contact mechanics are correlated with post-cam function. Outcomes of this study can help to develop more functional designs in future. Nevertheless, a compromise will always be made between functional requirements and risk of failure. We assume that more normal knee kinematics leads to more patient satisfaction because of better mobility. Understanding of the post-cam mechanism, and knowing how this system really works, is maybe the clue in further development of new total knee designs.
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Introduction

Posterior-stabilized total knee arthroplasty (PS TKA) designs were originally introduced in the seventies as an alternative for the existing cruciate-retaining (CR) designs. These CR implants often led to paradoxical motion with sliding forward of the femur on the tibia. This was (and is) believed to be partly due to incorrect balancing of the posterior cruciate
ligament (PCL) in CR TKA, since the PCL is the main anteroposterior stabilizer, at least in the natural knee [7]. Correct balancing of the PCL proved to be one of the most challenging steps in TKA and even if a well-balanced PCL was achieved during surgery, the question remained whether this had a lasting effect in the long term. Oftentimes, loss of function of the PCL was noticed or suspected later on [31].

For these reasons, it seemed logical to replace the PCL rather than retaining it. Obviously, one needed a mechanism then to compensate for the loss of this important ligament. From an engineering point of view, the use of a post and cam mechanism was a straightforward choice. From all conceivable mechanisms, adding a post to the polyethylene insert and a cam to the femoral component is a relatively simple and at the same time functionally-robust solution. First of all, the number of design parameters is relatively limited. For a basic post-cam mechanism, seven design decisions suffice: post AP position, post size (height, width and depth), cam position (distance from the posterior edge and height above the joint line) and cam radius. Moreover, while design choices usually influence different aspects of function simultaneously, this is not so much the case in post and cam mechanisms. Indeed, post and cam positions are the parameters that mainly determine the function of the mechanism and are the primary variables (flexion angle at which the post and cam engage and the amount of femoral posterior motion which occurs thereafter), while post size and cam radius are the parameters that determine the strength, stiffness and stability of the mechanism. Real post and cam mechanisms deviate from this basic design layout of course, because other aspects need to be taken into account as well. Avoiding impingement with the patella anteriorly in flexion, subluxation of the knee, wear of the post are all concerns that need to be taken into account and will lead to deviations from the basic design layout [9].

With PS designs, kinematics was expected to be more natural although this is controversial and probably dependent on both implant design and surgical technique [3, 23]. Under 50° of flexion, the PCL is not functional [24]. PCL and post-cam mechanisms act in flexion. At low flexion angles, PCL deficient knees and CR and PS TKA designs show similar knee function. In flexion, PS designs behave more normal than CR designs in terms of femoral posterior motion and have contact forces in the post-cam mechanism that are more similar to normal PCL forces. But still there is a difference compared with the native knee [13].

No clinical superiority of one type has been proven in the past, and overall survival for both types of prostheses is good [27].

However, adding constraint and contact surface always carries the risk of adding a new failure site. Post-cam failures are described such as breakage, dislocations and failure of guided motion [2, 8, 13, 16, 21]. Transmission of high stresses to the modular and bone–implant interfaces potentially leads to backside wear or loosening [5, 19, 20, 30]. Many designs of cam mechanisms are available, and different contact mechanics and tibiofemoral kinematics exist [11]. Design differences such as post-cam position and post and cam shape exist. There is a paucity of quantitative post-cam design description in the orthopedic literature. For this reason, an in vitro dynamic experiment was set up to analyze post and cam contact mechanics (force and pressure) in a set of contemporary PS knee implants and relate this to engagement angle and tibiofemoral kinematics.

Failure of the post-cam system can give raise to instability feeling and patient dissatisfaction [9, 32]. We assumed that more normal knee kinematics leads to more patient satisfaction because of better mobility. Understanding of the post-cam mechanism, and knowing how this system really works, is maybe the clue in further development of new total knee designs.

The objective of our study was threefold:

First, to document the contact force, pressure, distribution and location in currently available post-cam mechanisms in a standardized setting.

Second, to relate the differences in contact mechanics to differences in design features and kinematics.

Third, to compare kinematics of different post-cam mechanisms with the kinematics of a normal knee during a similar-loaded motor task.

Materials and methods

Test rig

The test setup is shown in Fig. 1. A dynamic knee kinematics simulator, based on the Oxford rig, was used in this study. It consists of a hip joint and an ankle joint, in which an upper and lower leg can be mounted. The hip joint has 2° of freedom: flexion extension and vertical translation. The ankle joint can move mediolaterally and has all three rotational degrees of freedom. Thus, the rig provides the knee joint with all 6° of freedom in order to reproduce its normal kinematics. Only the flexion angle of the knee is controlled directly. All other femorotibial translations and rotations are left free by the rig and are thus governed by the applied external forces and the geometry of the tested TKA design, as in a normal knee joint.

Two motors are provided on the knee kinematics simulator. One motor moves the hip vertically, while a second motor applies load to a strap, which simulates the quadriceps tendon. Two constant force springs (50 N each) simulate the load of the medial and lateral hamstrings. Using the two motors, a weight-bearing squating motion can be simulated with the knee. The first motor generates controlled
flexion of the knee joint between 30° and 130° in 10 s, while the second motor simultaneously pulls the quadriceps tendon in such a way that a constant vertical force of 150 N is generated under the ankle. Sensors placed in line with the actuators detect the quadriceps and ankle forces and moments and hip height relative to the ankle.

Materials

As it is almost impossible to implant different total knee implants on cadaver specimens, metal bars were mounted on the knee rig to simulate femur and tibia for this project. Custom-made aluminum blocks were specially designed to accommodate femoral and tibial components of all tested implant designs. Collateral ligaments were simulated with rubber bands fixed to the aluminum blocks in the approximate location of the collateral ligaments insertion points. The patellar and quadriceps tendon were simulated with a single strap of woven nylon, distally fixed to the tibial tubercle and proximally to the motor simulating the quadriceps. The strap ran through a metal disk simulating the patella. The metal disk was designed in such a way that the patellar buttons of all tested implant designs could be cemented onto it. Medial and lateral hamstrings tendons were simulated with flexible metal cables, fixed to the anatomical position of their tibial insertion points on one side and to the constant force springs on the other end.

Eight contemporary PS TKA designs and one bicruciate-substituting design (BCS–TKA) were analyzed. All prostheses were left sided and medium size (Table 1). The femoral, tibial and patellar components of the investigated knee implants were cemented onto the custom-made metal blocks, according to the manufacturers’ surgical technique guidelines to obtain correct alignment for all components in all designs with respect to tibial slope, femoral flexion and rotation and patellar thickness and height. After implantation, the joint-line height and the Blackburne–Peel ratio were the same for all designs [4].

Data collection

For each investigated TKA design, five squats between 30° and 130° of flexion were performed on the knee simulator with a constant vertical ankle force of 150 N and medial and lateral hamstrings forces of 50 N each. A full squat was performed (flexion and extension phase), but only data from the flexion phase is reported here.

A pressure sensor (K-Scan 6900/10,000 psi, Tekscan® Inc., Massachusetts, USA) was covered with a 0.1-mm thin Teflon film to protect it against shear stresses and then calibrated in a loading frame (858 Mini Bionix II, MTS, MN, USA) using 20 calibration points between 20 and 3,000 N. One sensor was then fixed to the posterior side and another to the anterior side of the inlay post using double-sided tape. During the squats, contact force, contact area and contact pressure between inlay post and the cam of the femoral component were simultaneously recorded with the K-Scan sensor at 20 Hz. The Tekscan sensor itself and also the protective PTFe cover and double-sided tape have different mechanical properties than the polyethylene and CoCr used in the implant components and may therefore lead to changes in contact pressures and areas.

However, this is the only sensor available to measure contact mechanics dynamically. Tests and validations of the

| Table 1 List of the TKA designs used in this study with their sizes |
|-------------------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|
| Design | Implant name | Size femur | Size tibia | Size patella |
| 1 | Genesis II high-flex | 5 | 5 | 32 |
| 2 | Journey BCS I | 6 | 6 | 32 |
| 3 | NexGen LPS-flex | E | CD | 32 |
| 4 | PFC sigma | 3 | 4 | |
| 5 | Scorpio high-flex | 7 | 7 | 7 |
| 6 | Scorpio NRG | 6 | 7 | 7 |
| 7 | Triathlon | 4 | 4 | A35 |
| 8 | Vanguard | 62.5 | 71/75 | 31 |

Genesis II high-flex and Journey BCS I are registered trademarks of Smith and Nephew; NexGen LPS-flex is a registered trademark of Zimmer. PFC Sigma is a registered trademark of DePuy, Johnson & Johnson. Scorpio high-flex, Scorpio NRG, Triathlon are registered trademarks of Stryker Howmedica. Vanguard is a registered trademark of Biomet.
Data analysis

After testing, the raw data from the Tekscan readings were synchronized with the Vicon kinematics data and the data obtained from the knee rig sensors (hip height and forces) during the squats. After synchronization, the raw Tekscan data were converted to contact force (in Newtons), contact area (in mm²) and contact pressure (in MPa) based on Tekscan sensor calibration and then filtered using a low-pass Butterworth filter with order 10 and normalized cutoff frequency 0.04, to remove measurement noise. For each parameter, a mean curve was obtained from the five squat measurements. The 3D marker trajectories obtained from the Vicon measurements together with the positions of the markers with respect to the femoral and tibial coordinate systems were used to calculate tibiofemoral kinematics, as proposed by Grood and Suntay [10] and adapted by Victor et al. [29, 30].

Results

Results are shown in the combined plots per prosthesis (Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9).

Initial contact angle

Initial contact angle differs substantially from design to design and ranges between 43° for the Triathlon and 102° for the NexGen High-flex. None of the designs showed loss of contact once a first contact was registered. Once the post and cam engage, they stay in contact until deepest flexion.

Contact force

All designs show a gradual increase in the contact force as function of the flexion angle. None of the designs showed anterior contact forces. A significant negative correlation, with a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of −0.81, was found between maximal contact forces on the posterior tibial post and initial contact angle (p = 0.009). The Triathlon showed the highest maximal contact forces on the post in
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Contact area

Contact area increases as a function of flexion angle. Designs with high forces on the post in deep flexion compensate with greater contact area. This is true for all designs except for the Genesis II HF. The Journey has the biggest contact area in deep flexion, followed by the Triathlon, Scorpio, nexGen HF, Vanguard, Genesis II HF, Scorpio nRG and PFC Sigma.

Average and peak pressure

All designs show a gradual increase in average post-cam pressure as a function of flexion angle. The Genesis II HF design has the highest average pressure [above 25 MPa], followed by Triathlon, Vanguard, NexGen HF, Scorpio nRG, PFC Sigma, Journey and Scorpio.

The Scorpio nRG, Triathlon and Genesis II HF designs have the highest values in deep flexion (around 55 MPa), followed by Vanguard, NexGen HF, Journey, PFC Sigma and Scorpio. Maximum pressure increased as a function of flexion angle. For all designs, the local peak pressure exceeded the yield stress of around 22 MPa for UHMWPE [15].

In Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, on the left side, a top view is shown of the tibial insert, indicating the projections of the lateral and medial FCC in 40° of flexion and in 130° of flexion. The posterior translation of both FCC is plotted as a function of flexion angle.

The lateral femoral posterior motion after contact, defined as the total posterior translation of the lateral condyle after the cam engages with the post, ranges from 5.6 mm for the Scorpio to 15.4 mm for the Triathlon. (Table 2).

The tibial rotation after contact, defined as the largest internal or external rotation measured during flexion after the cam engages with the post, shows a large variability. Rotations ranged from 2.1° for Vanguard to 8.7° for Journey (Table 2).

Height of the center of pressure and bending moment

The height of the center of pressure (COP) was defined as the distance from the COP to the deepest point of the tibial polyethylene, as a function of flexion angle. It decreased with increasing flexion angle except for the Scorpio and PFC Sigma. The bending moment on the post was calculated over the entire range of flexion. A gradual increase in moment toward deep flexion was found, except for the Triathlon, for which the moment increased until 110°, and then decreased in deeper flexion. Highest values of moments were found for the Triathlon followed by the Journey, Vanguard, PFC Sigma, NexGen HF, Genesis II HF, Scorpio and Scorpio nRG.

Kinematics: femoral posterior motion and tibial rotation

In Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, on the right side, a pressure map indicating the peak pressure in every location on the post as well as the trajectory of the center of pressure is shown. Below this, the peak pressure over the entire region as a function of flexion angle is shown.

Discussion

The most important finding of the present study was the finding of a correlation of lateral femoral posterior motion with tibial rotation after post-cam contact with maximum contact forces (multiple correlation coefficient of 0.77). This suggests that designs with more natural femoral

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Max. contact force (N)</th>
<th>Initial contact angle (deg)</th>
<th>Lateral femoral posterior motion after contact (mm)</th>
<th>Femoral rotation after contact (deg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scorpio</td>
<td>318 (78.6)</td>
<td>79 (3.0)</td>
<td>5.6 (1.5)</td>
<td>3.1 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC sigma</td>
<td>394 (19.5)</td>
<td>89 (2.4)</td>
<td>10 (0.4)</td>
<td>4 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NexGen HF</td>
<td>443 (12.5)</td>
<td>102 (0.3)</td>
<td>5.9 (0.3)</td>
<td>1.4 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scorpio nRG</td>
<td>518 (25.8)</td>
<td>80 (1.6)</td>
<td>13.8 (1.2)</td>
<td>2.8 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanguard</td>
<td>771 (36.3)</td>
<td>76 (2.5)</td>
<td>11.6 (0.2)</td>
<td>2.1 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genesis II HF</td>
<td>820 (41.3)</td>
<td>71 (4.0)</td>
<td>11.3 (0.1)</td>
<td>8.3 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journey BCS I</td>
<td>888 (41.5)</td>
<td>56 (3.9)</td>
<td>9.7 (0.3)</td>
<td>8.7 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triathlon</td>
<td>962 (43.6)</td>
<td>43 (10.1)</td>
<td>15.4 (0.6)</td>
<td>3.7 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Listed according to increasing contact force
posterior motion have higher contact forces. Due to the earlier engagement and stronger post guidance a more physiologic motion exists. This assumption is confirmed with a good correlation between initial contact angles and maximal contact forces, and thus between the initial contact angle and femoral posterior motion. This confirms the findings of Chandran et al. [6] that the post-cam design determines the amount of posterior femoral motion and guides the motion in the designs, especially in high flexion [15].

Designs with early engagement are the Triathlon, Journey, Genesis II HF, Vanguard and Scorpio designs, with engagement before 80° of flexion. The NexGen HF designs engage after 100° of flexion, resulting in less guidance of motion. Toutoungi et al. found that the PCL is functional after 50° of flexion. This makes us believe that the ideal initial contact angle should be around 50° of flexion for PS designs [24].

PS TKA has been introduced as an alternative for CR designs when the PCL is missing or afunctional PCL and to obtain more natural kinematics. PS designs rely on their post-cam mechanism to obtain posterior motion of the femur. Kinematics is thought to be more natural although this is controversial and at least implant dependent [3, 23].

Post-cam mechanism should stabilize the knee in flexion [24], should increase the quadriceps muscle efficiency, should improve flexion and should reduce the shear forces on the tibia [14]. Post-cam failures are described such as breakage, dislocations and failure of the guided motion [2, 8, 12, 15, 20]. Transmission of these high stresses to the modular and bone–implant interfaces potentially leads to backside wear or loosening [5, 18, 19, 26]. However, good clinical results are seen, without catastrophic failures in vivo.

All designs showed post-cam pressures exceeding the yield stress of UHMWPE (22 Mpa), suggesting other important features to explain the absent of catastrophic failure as differences in bending height and height of peak pressure on the post. This values fairly match the result of Fitzpatrick et al. in their study about post-cam mechanics [5, 18, 19, 26].

Designs with higher contact forces compensate for these higher forces with a larger contact area, in order to reduce their contact pressure and avoid post failure [14]. This is true for all prosthetic designs except for the Genesis II, which has a relative small contact area and high contact forces. Despite this, no catastrophic failures are seen clinically for this design, and it has excellent long-term results without post breakage. A possible explanation for this finding is the relatively low moment on the post that possibly compensates for the high pressures. All designs except the Scorpio and the PFC Sigma had a gradual decrease in their center of force on the tibial post during flexion. This confirms what Argenson et al. [1] found and contributes to the stability of the system in flexion with lower jump distances from the post relative to the cam [2, 15, 20].

One limitation of this study is the strict in vitro setting with absence of knee capsule and ligaments and the fact that the knee rig was not validated for prostheses mounted on metal fixtures. However, our kinematic measurements for the Journey design are close to the kinematics measured in cadaveric knees implanted with a Journey and tested in the same setup [24]. The initial contact angle for the Journey prosthesis matches with previous data from knee simulations and in vivo testing [11, 28]. Our amount of lateral femoral posterior motion between 30° and 130° flexion matches fairly with the results of Johal et al. in their MRI study in the native knee [11]. Shimizu et al. measured the kinematics of the NexGen LPS-flex design during an in vivo squat with fluoroscopy [21]. Their results closely match our results for NexGen LPS-flex: post-cam engagement at 93.4° (vs. 102° in this study), lateral femoral posterior motion after contact of 5.1 mm (vs. 5.9 mm in this study), negligible femoral rotation after contact. The location of the contact area is similar. Despite these limitations, testing conditions were the same for all prostheses, and thus, a comparison between different designs is certainly possible. The absence of soft tissues guarantees a strict comparable setting for all designs.

A strong point is the correlation with knee kinematics, since there is, to our knowledge, only two previous study available that correlates the post-cam contact mechanics with knee kinematics during a squat movement [13]. Our results regarding femoral posterior motion of the NexGen LPS prosthesis in a cadaver model with static measurement of post-cam stresses are very similar. However, the maximum post-cam forces were considerably lower, and the initial contact angle was about 90°, which is earlier than in our results. This difference could be explained by the different testing conditions of both studies: NexGen LPS versus NexGen LPS-flex, difference in quadriceps load and hamstrings force, etc.

Comparing all prosthetic kinematics to normal knee motion, we can conclude that none of the existing PS TKA designs can produce normal knee kinematics in terms of posterior femoral translation, tibial rotation and PCL forces [22, 24, 25]. The Journey prosthesis remains closest to normal native knee kinematics, but gives rise to new problems as over steering and lateral knee pain and post-cam dislocation [2, 17]. On the other hand, with this design lots of people disclaim a ‘forgotten knee’ after implantation. This makes us believe that normal knee kinematics is the key in improving our existing total knee designs. Most of the designs show an afunctional post-cam design, which is not able to act as a PCL does in the natural knee. Maybe, this is one of the reasons that in the past no difference in clinical outcome was found between the PS and CR knees.
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Conclusion

Total knee contact mechanics is documented in a standardized manner in eight contemporary total knee designs during dynamic knee testing. A strong correlation was found between lateral femoral rollback and maximum contact forces. No design showed ideal kinematics. In all designs, high peak stresses were found. Designs with higher guidance of the post-cam system showed higher stresses and thus higher risk for failure. Further investigation of the post-cam mechanics has to be done, and more functional post-cam designs need to be developed.
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